“Quality Manufactured PDU’s
to British & EU Standards”

PDUeX-SW-32A-08H

Remote outlet level controls allow
power on/off functionality for
power recycling and restart
locked-up IT equipment.
Current-meter (True RMS) that
shows the total power
consumption of the PDU and
provides real-time remote
monitoring of connected servers.
Power sequencing defined,
allowing users to specify the
structure in which to power
On/Off any connected equipment.

PDUeX-SW-32A-08H - 32A Rack mountable Intelligent 8
Port Switched Horizontal Power Distribution Unit
PDUeX Switched PDU series give the necessary flexibility that allows
Datacentre Managers to remotely control and monitor PDU’s. Remote outlet
level controls allow power on/off functionality for power recycling and restart
secured IT equipment and to avert wrongfully use of individual outlets.
Current-meter (True RMS) that shows the total power consumption of the
PDU and provides real-time remote monitoring of connected servers. Power
sequencing defined, allowing users to specify the structure in which to power
On/Off any connected equipment. User-Defined Alarm, thresholds for
Warning of potential circuit overloads before significant IT hitch appear.
Users can access, configure, and control PDUeX-SW-32A-08H PDUs
through secure Web, SNMP Interfaces and comes with PDUeX PDU
Management software that allows IT Manager to control multiple PDU.

Customer note: Due to continual improvements in design or otherwise,
this product may differ slightly from the illustration(s).

User-Defined Alarm, thresholds
for Warning of potential circuit
overloads before significant IT
hitch appear.
Users can access, configure, and
control PDUeX-SW-32A-08H
PDUs through secure Web,
SNMP Interfaces and comes with
PDUeX PDU Management
software that allow IT Manager to
control multiple PDU.
Available in 16 & 32 Amp,
2,8,16,24 outlets

PDUeX-SW-32A-08H Features & Specifications

Hardwired to 3m tri core 4mm lead with 32A Commando

Effortless Management software
PDUeX SW series comes complete with a simple to
use interface , giving Data center managers easy
access to the PDU to monitor and control each outlet.
The PDUeX interface can be accessed directly via
Ethernet cable or via a network (HTTP, HTTPS,
DHCP, SNMP & UDP.
Features include:
- Montor multiple PDUs
- Set alarm thresholds
- Configure event alerts

